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Statement from the Executive Committee of
PCPE on the TTIP
For the working class and the peoples. No to
TTIP, no to monopolies, no to EU.
For the working class and the peoples. No to TTIP, no
to monopolies, no to EU.
The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP), whose terms are being currently negotiated
between the US Department of Commerce and the
European Commission, represents the new attempt of
international capitalism, particularly from the US and
European monopolistic associations, to unleash a new
offensive against workers and popular majorities in their
respective countries with the aim to reshape the relations
of antagonism and interdependence which today govern
the status quo between imperialist poles.
The secrecy of the successive rounds of negotiations
reveals how perverse this economic partnership between
the European Union and the United States is. Despite
promises by the oligarchy and their government
representatives about the alleged benefits that the
implementation of this area of free trade and investment
would mean for the working class of our countries, the
fact is that it is but a new step forward of the national
oligarchies on the way to new levels of exploitation
and subjugation. This, and no other, is the future for
the working people can expect from the membership of
their country to a project such as the European Union,
which only serves the interests of the monopolies since
its creation.
The most basic labour and trade union rights,
environmental law, the public nature of some services
such as health and education, and so many more issues are
some of the core elements of these negotiations, by which
is intended to ensure higher rates of profit for monopolies
and provide a higher degree of concentration and
centralization of capital worldwide. Given a declaration
of war of such magnitude, it is necessary that the working
people of our respective countries stand up and articulate
the counteroffensive against the new plans and alliances
of monopolies, whose implementation would only result
in deep impoverishment of their general conditions of life
and work.
We call on the whole working class, the students of
popular extraction, the peasantry and the intelligentsia
to categorically reject the perks through which the

monopolies are seeking to make them accept as their own
interests those which are really totally unrelated to them:
the interests of a tiny and oligarchic minority against large
sections of the population.
We also call them to point and despise any sign of explicit
or implicit collusion with the intentions of monopolies
by opportunistic organizations whose sole purpose is to
blind the working class of our countries with ambiguous
and deceptive statements about the alleged reformable
character the European Union.
Madrid, October 9, 2014
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Greeting message to the event of KP, Turkey
Istanbul.
November 9th, 2014
Dear Comrades, dear friends,
It is a pleasure to be with you all at this event organized
by our fraternal party, the Communist Party, to honor
the 97th anniversary of the Great October Socialist
Revolution and to assert its relevance today, when the
working class and the peoples of the world are facing a
deep capitalist crisis.
Today, we are witnessing howthe bourgeois governments
systematically attack the hard-won rights of the working
class of our countries, on behalf of the profit of big
monopolies. The ruling classes, frightened in the twentieth
century by the existence of the Soviet Union and a large
number of socialist countries, accepted to offer the
working class of the capitalist countries a set of rights and
social gains which they have always wanted to remove.
Today, capitalists are only interested in the workers as
cheap labour force, with no rights, no matter their labour
conditions or their safety, as we have witnessed in the
cases of the miners in Soma and Karaman.
In our time, after the restoration of capitalism in the
former socialist countries, we see how our rights are
being dismantled through increased working hours, salary
reductions, delayed retirement age, degradation of public
services wherever they still exist and their subsequent
privatization for the enrichment of the capitalist friends
of bourgeois governments.
In this situation of constant attacks, in this real war that
capitalists have declared against the working class and the
working people since the triumph of the counterrevolution
in the socialist camp and, in an accelerated manner, after
the outbreak of the current capitalist crisis, capitalists use
every tool at their disposal to keep the people quiet, to
avoid their response in a revolutionary direction.
One of the tools used by the class enemy are the reactionary
ideologies, the recourse to religion, nationalism,
xenophobia and racism, all ideologies that prevent the
working class from recognizing their class interests, that
hinder the unity of the working class and put the workers
under someone else’s banners, under someone else’s
interests.

In the current phase of capitalist development, the
bourgeoisie has nothing to offer to the working class
except more exploitation and misery. The progressive
role that the bourgeoisie once had, a bourgeoisie who
overthrew the ancient regime and established capitalism,
is now exhausted.
The male and female workers produce everything,
generate all the wealth in our countries. Through our work,
we are able to meet the needs of the entire population. But
the bourgeoisie, the capitalists and the governments that
serve them stand in our way, prevent social production
to reach all members society. They impose their rules
and anarchy in production, thereby allowing millions
of people to starve in our countries and throughout the
world.
Capitalism and capitalists have become an obstacle for
Humanity, and therefore the working class must conquer
political power and build socialism.
But, in order to achieve this, it is not enough that our goal
is clear. We have to work every day in the workplaces, in
the study centers and in popular neighborhoods to win
specific battles, battles that allow the working class and
the whole working people to be aware that they can win,
that victories are possible, and that we have the power to
change the current state of affairs.
PCPE is committed to this arduous task, struggling
daily with the working class without losing the horizon
of socialism, just like our Turkish brothers from the
Communist Party. Because only socialism can guarantee
the meeting of the needs of all mankind.

Long live the Great October Socialist Revolution!
Long live the fraternity between the Communist Party
and the PCPE!
Long Live proletarian internationalism!
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Greeting message to the event on the October
Revolution.
Rome, November 8th, 2014
Dear Comrades,
on behalf of all the members of the PCPE, we convey the
most fraternal greetings to all comrades and friends of the
Communist Party of Italy who are present in this event.
We deeply appreciate that you have invited us to
participate with you in this activity commemorating the
Great October Socialist Revolution, the first successful
proletarian revolution, from whose experience we
continue extracting important lessons and teachings today.
97 years have passed since the Bolsheviks, led by Lenin,
stormed the Winter Palace and put in place the power of
the Soviets and the beginning of socialist construction in
Russia. The historical importance of this heroic revolution
and the subsequent socialist construction should not be
used only for remembrance and homage, but must be
claimed today with all its timeliness and importance.
The triumph of the Great October Socialist Revolution
proved that the working class, organized within the
Communist Party, the Leninist party of the new type, is
able to seize power, is able to become master of its own
destiny.
The triumph of the Great October Socialist Revolution
abolished the private ownership of the basic means of
production, broke the economic base that sustained the
capitalist regime and swept the remnants of feudalism,
while destroying the bourgeois state and building a
socialist state.
The triumph of the Great October Socialist Revolution
proved to social-democrats and opportunists that the
revolutionary positions triumphed despite all attacks
suffered and despite all the hesitations that these forces
inoculated to the working class.
The subsequent socialist construction in the Soviet Union
proved to mankind that the rights and the most basic needs
of people could be met largely without recourse to the
mechanisms that were typical of capitalist exploitation.

Today we are fighting to mantain the rights achieved over

many years of struggle of the working class and popular
sectors, such as free education, health and essential public
services under quality conditions. The capitalists, through
the policies privatization of the various governments,
they want to increase their profits with these services. We
may recall that these rights were fully respected in the
Soviet Union.
Today we fight for stable jobs with rights, while the
governments of the bourgeoisie are determined to impose
ever more precarious work and lowe salaries. They want
us to work longer hours for less money. We may recall that
in the USSR the job was secured, and housing, and social
services, and many other achievements that capitalists
want to erase from the memory of mankind.
Today we also fight against the imperialist war, against
the arms race and the policies of intervention and plunder
against the peoples. We aspire, just like the Soviet Union
and the whole socialist block did, to the world peace on the
basis of social justice, of a world without the exploitation
of man by man.
Comrades, friends, events like these are needed more
than ever, they are essential because they enable the
new generations of workers to understand that capitalist
propaganda is a lie, that our living and working conditions
can indeed be improved if we seize the sky by assault,
if we organize under the banner of the only organization
capable of bringing the whole of the working class and
popular sectors to victory: the Communist Party.

Long live the Great October Socialist Revolution!
Long live the fraternity between the Communist Party of
Italy and the PCPE!
Everything for the working class!
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Freedom for Ahmad Sa’adat!
The Communist Party of the Peoples of Spain demands
the immediate release of comrade Ahmad Sa’adat,
Secretary General of the Popular Front for the Liberation
of Palestine.
We demand the Zionist state to put an end to 11 years
of imprisonment and we express our solidarity with the
family and comrades of Ahmad Sa’adat. PCPE reiterates
the solidarity commitment with the Palestinian people
based upon proletarian internationalism, specially with
our comrades from the PFLP.
The PCPE supports the demand for the end of the
occupation and the Zionist war against Palestine, the

dismantling of the apartheid regime, the liberation of the
Palestinian fighters and political prisoners, the return to
Palestine of the refugees and the defense of a unified,
secular, democratic and progressive Palestine in its
historical territories.
Freedom for Ahmad Sa’adat!
Long live proletarian internationalism! Long live free
Palestine!
Madrid, October 24th, 2014

